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The three-part installation entitled Like Life (2016-
2018) is foundational to my Master of Visual Arts 
research project, The selfie as doppelgänger in 
autoethnographic Performance art (2018). The work 
interrogates identity and belonging via a multitude of 
selfies in the transient, virtual world of cyberspace. I 
obsessively take and share selfies, exploring my own 
identity through virtual doppelgängers on Instagram.1 
This process is an attempt to find personal validation 
and a sense of belonging.2 Using social media, 
I focus on how I can stay connected with people 
during periods of separation.

Like (2016-2018) comprises an assemblage 
of suspended, crocheted selfies printed on 
transparency film, and three wall-projected still selfie 
images. Life (2016-2018) consists of a collection of 
photographs presented as a visual food diary.  These 
too are printed on transparency film and mounted on 
illuminated Perspex shelves. The virtual personae 
created in the process perform as doppelgängers or 
doubles of myself: simultaneously autobiographical 
and subjective, authentic and constructed. I argue 
that selfie production is a form of Performance art 
that demands an autoethnographic exploration to find 
inclusion and acceptance.

1

Introduction
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I am a female expatriate living in a country far 
from my family and close friends. My situation is 
exacerbated by my husband’s frequent business 
trips to other countries, leaving me home alone. I 
experience intense loneliness and boredom, and 
feel disconnected and ungrounded because of these 
nomadic cycles. As a consequence of the absence 
of, separation from and subsequent reunions with 
loved ones, I experience my identity as something 
constantly in flux. Absence, loss and emotional 
vacuum affect every aspect of my daily life, 
manifesting in interrupted sleep, an eating disorder, 
disorganised daily routines and adversely impact on 
my intimate relationships.  Conversely, these cycles 
also generate positive outcomes such as a sense 
of autonomy, self-sufficiency and independence.3 
Nevertheless, as a result of my transient lifestyle, 
I have a deep need for validation and a sense of 
belonging. The creation of selfies that are shared 
online is a way of solidifying my identity, however 
partial, and ensuring my inclusion in a specific social 
environment.  

My research methodology for this project involves 
compulsive selfie-taking with a smartphone, in order 
to express and document the gamut of emotions I 
experience during my husband’s absence. It has 
become a daily ritual in the form of Performance art.  
I document myself in various poses and situations, 
exploring diverse aspects of my personality and my 
identity: authentic, fabricated and imagined. 

Selfie-taking is the act of capturing an image of the 
self by means of an electronic recording device, most 
often a mobile phone. It is held at approximately 
arm’s length; the outstretched arm is usually visible 
or the device is visible in a mirrored reflection (Frosh 
2015:1610). The virtual world is visual, and due to 
constantly evolving technological advances, it is an 
integral part of our daily lives. Amanda du Preez 
(2015:2) suggests that human beings are always 
‘on’: we are constantly connected online.4 People’s 
lives are busy and, bombarded with images, they are 
less inclined to read long-winded texts. A photograph 
is a rapid, reliable method of documenting a moment, 
experience or emotion, and with the help with a 
caption or hashtag, it can be described and shared 
worldwide in an instant.

Background
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In my process of selfie-taking, I execute all the 
roles in the photographic process: I am the subject 
(referent), photographer, editor and publisher of the 
image. As such, I subvert the traditional roles of the 
participants in the photographic process as identified 
by Roland Barthes (1982:4, 26).5 The selfie process 
further involves mulitple shots in a search for the 
perfect image, as seen in Figure 7. Each image is 
a rehearsal for the next one. I continuously adjust 
my pose until the ‘perfect’ character emerges in 
accordance with my preconceived notion. Barthes 
regards this as the “photographic ritual”. When the 
camera points at a person (‘say cheese’), there is 
an immediate adjustment of how one represents 
oneself (Barthes 1982:10). As in this case with 
selfies, one performs for the camera so each image 
is a documented performance, a performance that 
becomes an obessive search for the best image 
to perfectly convey the moment. Each image is a 
fragment of a momentary performance of identity.

I equate the compulsive behaviour of taking selfies with 
the work of the Japanese artist, Yayoi Kusama, whose 
inner psychological struggles are expressed in an 
obsessive reproduction of dots: “I felt as if I had begun 
to self-obliterate, to revolve in the infinity of endless 
time and the absoluteness of space, and be reduced 
to nothingness” (Patel 2016).6 Functioning as an ‘I am 
here’ sign mapping her existence, Kusama’s dots are 
similar to selfies as fragments that prove existence – 
the ‘I am here’ in the vernacular digital language of the 
twenty-first century. Barthes determines that a duality 
exists between the photograph and the subject, and 
that these can never be distinguished from, or exist 
independently. Accordingly, the photograph becomes 
a “certificate of presence” (Barthes 1982:5). These 
momentary snippets of performance enacted before 
the camera led to considerations of the inauthenticity 
of online images. Dealing with the self in all its 
dimensions, selfies traverse the boundaries between 
the private and the public due to their participation in 
online societies and virtual realities. I share my selfies 
to remind others that I am still around, or to share, 
from a distance, what is happening in my life. The 
selfies serve as a daily diary that documents events or 
activities and validates my presence: the ‘I am here’ 
moment.

Artist Amalia Ulman7 provides seminal inspiration for 
my selfie praxis. Her virtual performance Excellences 
& Perfections (2014) consists of a four-month period 
of artifice on Instagram. Ulman created a fake online 
persona to comment on society’s conception of 
female identity. 

 right page: Fig. 6. Like (2016-2018) Wall projected selfie
overleaf: Fig. 7. Selfie-taking process

Practice makes perfect
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This fake virtual identity inspired me to explore 
different versions of my own personality, with the 
freedom to deviate from reality whenever I am so 
inclined. By mimicking others, or posting specific 
activities such as reading a book (@the8reader), 
or cooking vegan food (@littlebitfit8), I search for 
a like-minded online social group. It is a search for 
belonging and acceptance: posting a selfie with the 
hope of validation through a ‘like’ or a comment. 
Similar to Ulman, most of my selfies are staged as 
performative acts. These acts inevitably raise the 
question of authenticity, particularly as concerns a 
performed identity. The planning and enacting of 
a selfie, using available digital enhancements and 
manipulations, involves an active transformation from 
the corporeal to the virtual image. Barthes describes 
this process as “mak[ing] another body for myself” 
(Barthes 1982:10).

According to Sherry Turkle (2011:19), the self, 
and its online presence, exists in (at least) two 
different worlds simultaneously – the real and the 
virtual.  This split between the authentic self and the 
onscreen persona is described as a self-induced 
doppelgänger (Du Preez 2015:2).9 Technically, a 
selfie is a mode of digital self-amputation, according 
to Marshall McLuhan (1994:41) and Du Preez 
(2015:9). The body is visually severed at strange 
angles due to the smartphone camera’s viewfinder 
or screen. Conceptually, the individual in the image 
is ‘amputated’ from the real person – a non-material 
copy existing in a virtual world, with an inevitable 
disembodiment. Du Preez (2015:5) defines a 
doppelgänger as a twin, ghost, shadow, guardian 
angel, soul or mirror image in spirit or material form, 
both visible and invisible.

Captured on the mobile phone screen, the image is 
already a facsimile of the real self transformed into 
a doppelgänger. I consciously create my double 
identities in an attempt to find like-minded people 
in the virtual world and to encourage a kinetic 
sociability. I am my own doppelgänger with binary 
oppositions. The ‘real’ me versus the ‘expected’ me; 
being married versus being ‘single’; being nice/good 
versus naughty/bad; fat versus thin and so forth. 
According to Barthes, “I am at the same time: the 
one I think I am; the one I want others to think I am; 
the one the photographer thinks I am; the one he 
makes use of to exhibit his art” (Barthes 1982:13). In 
the virtual world one can be anyone one wants to be, 
or simulate the person that one is expected to be: the 
perfect wife, the perfect lover, the perfect friend … 
sister … daughter … student. 
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Fig. 9. Like (2016-2018) @the8reader,
Instagram screenshot

Fig. 8. Like (2016-2018) @pinklollipoplick,
Instagram screenshot
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I created various characters as doppelgängers, 
namely: @StefNeville, @therealstephame,                
@pinklollipoplick, @littlebitfit8 and @the8reader.10 
Each character represents an aspect of my 
personality, either partially true or completely fake, 
either disguised or that which I aspire to be. By 
means of wigs, clothing, accessories and make up, 
I am able to make incremental alterations to my 
appearance, differentiating between the various 
personae. Transformative apps such as Perfect365 
and Bestie, available free from the AppStore, enable 
me to digitally alter and/or enhance my selfies.

My doubles are active on Instagram via selfies, 
velfies (video selfies), live broadcasts and 
still life imagery that I identify as disembodied 
doppelgängers. Since the selfie portraits show a 
visual diary of daily life, I use them to identify and 
target online groups to contact like-minded people. 
My attempt to insert myself within specific social 
groups is a type of autoethnographic writing: a 
search to define my identity through a process of 
self-discovery. My autoethnographic exploration of 
identity through the performed selfie doppelgängers, 
a virtual endeavour, took place on Instagram over a 
period of two years. The nature of the virtual world, 
where data is stored forever and images remain in 
cyberspace ad infinitum, correlates with the concept 
of doppelgängers and the definition of mirror images 
as ghosts. Due to this ephemerality, it is imperative to 
consider how this constructed, virtual reality might be 
effectively translated into a gallery location.
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Fig. 11. Like (2016-2018) @littlebitfit8, 
Instagram screenshot

Fig. 10. Like (2016-2018) @therealstephame,
Instagram screenshot
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The two main components of the exhibition Like 
Life (2016-2018) comprise the suspended selfie 
installation, Like, and the visual food diary, Life. 
Contemplating my self-reflexive journey through 
this two-year autoethnographic research process,           
I believe that these installations evidence a 
personal transformation during my search for 
acceptance and belonging. 

Virtual space to gallery space

 Fig. 12. Like Life (2016-2018) Installation view
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Fig. 13. Life (2016-2018) Installation view
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Like comprises two elements: a large scale 
suspended installation of selfies printed on 
transparencies and assembled with crocheted clear 
gut, and three wall-projected still selfies. The title 
references the online process of clicking to ‘like’ an 
image. The literary synonyms ‘resemblance’, ‘being 
reminiscent of’, and ‘similar to’ are aligned with the 
notion of doppelgängers and multiple personalities 
as interrogated through the underlying concept of the 
work. 

I am inspired by Soo Sunny Park, who investigates 
the ephemeral qualities of light in Unwoven Light 
(2013). Her installation comprises coloured Plexiglas 
squares connected with wire.  The idea of being 
surrounded by translucent particles seemingly floating 
in the air mimic not only the natural environment 
of a rainbow projection but visually transport the 
viewer into a virtual realm.11 I adopt similar organic 
shapes in Like to articulate free movement and the 
unpredictability of social media imagery (images 
stored on the iCloud, or similar, are able to reappear 
on a virtual newsfeed at different times). Suspended 
from the ceiling, the viewer is encouraged to walk 
through the installation that alludes to the vastness 
and ethereal qualities of cyberspace.

The images are printed on clear transparency film for 
a number of reasons. Firstly, film’s connection to the 
photographic process, whereby the small, iridescent 
rectangles mimic a glossy phone screen. The rows 
of connected pieces remind one of analogue camera 
negative film strips, similar to a running documentary 
or a time lapse. The second considerations are of 
a practical nature. Transparency film is durable, 
lightweight, easily manipulated and transported, 
facilitating installations in different countries. Most 
importantly, its reflective properties interact with 
gallery lights, while its translucence enables light to 
enter and react with the installation. The reflective 
light on the film references the radiance of a phone 
screen lighting up upon activation. As the spotlights 
catch the images, they enhance the specific 
moments captured in individual selfies. As the viewer 
moves through the installation, the perspective and 
lighting changes. Every movement highlights a 
different image. Each selfie is of importance in the 
autoethnographic research process – each persona 
captured in the selfies over the two-year period has a 
personal significance and assists me in decoding my 
identity.

As the light passes through the film, multiple 
reflections traverse the surrounding walls and floor 

Like (2016-2018)

previous pages: Fig. 14. Like (2016-2018) 
Installation view
left page: Fig. 15. Like (2016-2018) Installation view
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space. Conceptually, these shadowed reflections 
support the notion of doppelgängers: the ghostly 
remnants that take on a life of their own in cyberspace 
once they are shared online. The constantly 
duplicated imagery alludes to the obsessiveness of 
selfie-taking: the repetitive process of multiple shots 
and the relentless search for the perfect image. It acts 
as an over-affirmation, this quest for remembrance or 
not being forgotten during periods of separation.

Connected with clear gut, the crocheting technique 
refers not only to the connections between the 
doppelgängers and my real self – similar to an 
umbilical cord – but also how we search for and 
make connections, both in the virtual world and in 
life. Crochet refers to my previous textile-based 
works connecting the themes of absence with a 
traditional housewife’s handcraft.12  I postulate that 
the fundamental reason for posting selfies online is 
the need to make human connections and create a 
sense of belonging or kinship through the search for 
like-minded people. The viewer is able to ‘surf’ the 
work, in the same manner that one surfs and scans 
through a social media feed. In itself, this act can 
become obsessive: the person scrolls through a sea 
of images and becomes lost in the moment, losing 
track of time spent online.  My work invites the viewer  Fig. 16 & 17. Like (2016-2018) Installation view
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in to search for her/his own connections, inspired by 
an image or a persona. 

In order to produce experiences of confrontation 
and kinetic sociability, the work is immersive in 
size, enabling the visitor to step into my world and 
my mind: experiencing the gamut of my emotions, 
from obsessiveness, claustrophobic containment 
and depression to the excitement and wonder of 
my transient lifestyle. The viewer, enveloped in the 
space, is confronted by ‘me’ just as I am confronted 
by myself during periods of separation and loneliness. 
The work engenders a feeling of losing control. When 
one surfs social media, it is one’s choice who to 
follow or where to surf, however the individual has 
no control over the imagery that appears on screen. 
A similar situation prevails in the gallery. The viewer 
enters the installation and is confronted by a mass 
of images over which s/he has no control. The only 
option is to vacate the space, as one would scroll 
past or close online windows. I align this situation with 
my lack of control over my nomadic lifestyle..

I explore my identity by fragmenting myself into 
documented moments. I constantly examine, rethink 
and evaluate each moment as an individual segment. 
The fragmented self is a piece-by-piece construct Fig. 18 & 19. Like (2016-2018) Installation view
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in constant flux from the comings and goings of my 
transient lifestyle – a lifestyle that significantly impacts 
on the fluidity of my identities. Like (2016-2018) is a 
material construct of my ephemeral virtual doubles. 
Assembled and presented in various separate 
sections, one observes the individual Instagram 
doppelgänger in her own gallery space. I reveal how 
the various aspects of my personality interact to form 
a complete identity.

Just as each online selfie is a virtual performance, 
each printed image is not limited to its documentation 
but enables further enactment through the subtle 
movement and reflections within the physical 
installation. Considering each moment as a clip 
from a constructed life enables an evaluation of 
precious and mundane moments. I reject those 
moments, emotions and situations that are not 
deemed important. Only the best-of-the-best images 
are selected in order to advance. It is a conscious 
decision to ‘like’ life, like myself and discard the 
doppelgängers, abandoning them to the virtual world. 

Complementing the installation, as still images, three 
random selfies are projected on the gallery walls. 
The images have been digitally altered to mimic a 
personal device screen with a glowing, pixelated 
effect. The sheer scale of these selfies engenders 
a sense of personal discomfort, a self-awareness 
predicated on feelings of loneliness and alienation. 
What commenced as a search for companionship and 
inclusion during periods of separation culminated in 
a self-reflexive process of awareness and alteration, 
effecting an emotional transformation. 

right page: Fig. 20. Like (2016-2018) Wall projected selfie. 
Gallery view
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The second artwork entitled Life (2016-2018) 
concerns a play on the disembodiment of the 
doubles. A photograph is expected to represent the 
essence of an identity, the ‘truth’. In the case of the 
selfie, however, the image is disassociated from the 
corporeal whereby the individual may feel s/he is 
a “subject becoming an object” (Barthes 1982:12-
14). This doppelgänger presents as a second self, 
or an alter-ego. In Life, the double exists in a static 
form, transferred to the food images that I associate 
with essential life. The focus is on my Instagram 
doppelgänger under the social media handle  
@littlebitfit8. I emphasise this persona because she 
generates considerable interaction and has been 
most influential in terms of concretising my identity 
during my autoethnographic exploration. 

In the virtual context, images of the vegan food 
were posted as a visual food diary on @littlebitfit8, 
along with fragments of a fitness routine. The 
gallery installation presents colourful food imagery, 
embellished with coloured spotlights. Printed 
on transparency film, some images are thread-
embroidered with the online hashtags and comments 
they have generated. The embroidery alludes 
to women’s work over the centuries, often when 
husbands were absent.13 Just as I associate cooking 
with family, I relate embroidery to the traditional 
role of a housewife nurturing her loved ones. In this 
instance, the healthy vegan cooking is a form of self-
love, echoed in the hand-stitching. It also denotes 
autonomous reflection, cycles and the passage of 
time relevant to life and death as memento mori.

The individual food selfies are displayed on clear 
Perspex shelves affixed to the gallery wall. I am 
profoundly influenced by Hajra Waheed’s work, A 
short film (2013-2014), alluding to a journey, tracing 
time and locations.14 Her installation comprises small 
images arranged on wall shelves, seemingly devoid 
of narrative since no answers or explanations are 
given. The small-scale imagery contained within the 
larger installation invites the viewer to look closer 
and draw her/his own conclusions. In their own way, 
these images of ethereal land and seascapes are 
reminiscent of memento mori. 

Life serves as a contemporary memento mori since 
the nourishing, healthy food captured in the images 
will ultimately perish. Reminiscent of the vanitas 
still life imagery of the seventeenth century, the 
food images conjure the doppelgänger’s binary 
connections with life and death.15 

Life (2016-2018)

left page: Fig. 21. Life (2016-2018) Detail of green food diary
overleaf: Fig. 22. Life (2016-2018) collection of selfie food 
photographs 
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In a literal sense, the food will perish and decay, 
alluding to the death of every living being. The 
disembodied, virtual double engenders thoughts of 
my own life and death, inspiring a real-life healthier 
lifestyle and a subsequent physical transformation. 
Metaphorically, the work signifies the transcendence 
of the disembodied doppelgänger, @littlebitfit8, who 
will remain in the virtual world as a ghostly remnant 
of this fake identity. It is my intention to abandon the 
doubles once the research study is concluded. 

Seven coloured spotlights are used to highlight 
the seven sections of images, each containing 
seven shelves. The number seven is significant in 
various cultures. For example, ‘seventh heaven’ 
is commonly perceived as a place of contentment 
and happiness (Lanier Graham 1979:18).16 
According to Spry (2001:712), the ultimate goal 
of autoethnography is a transformation (for the 
researcher and the participants). She concedes that 
she benefits personally and professionally from her 
autoethnographic performances (Spry 2001:708). 
The seven colours of the rainbow are incorporated 
into the work: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
indigo and violet. These are often associated with 
resurrection, renewal, healing and transition. For 
the purposes of the Instagram account, the food 
photographs were taken on seven different coloured  Fig. 23. Life (2016-2018) Detail of indigo food diary
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backgrounds (dinner place mats). In the gallery 
installation, these are enhanced by spotlights 
that illuminate each of the seven individual colour 
blocks, consisting of seven rows of Perspex shelves. 
Inspired by Barthes’s theory of the “air” associated 
with the essence of the identity of the referent in 
a photograph, it is likened to a “luminous shadow 
which accompanies the body” (Barthes 1982:110). 
This is reminiscent of the theory pertaining to the 
aura that encompasses the body’s energy fields.  

In a fleeting moment, the rainbow is intangible, akin 
to a selfie posted in the virtual world. Symbolising 
healing and renewal, the rainbow colours are 
assumed as a metonym for the autonomous process 
of personal healing. In the physical body the healing 
process is evidenced through a bruise: as it appears 
and heals, the bruise changes colours over a 
period of time.17 Similarly, the human body’s aura 
materialises through colour. Likened to the definition 
of doppelgänger and its quality of disembodiment, 
Faber Birren (1979:139) refers to man as “a celestial 
body emitting vibrations of light and the aura was as 
much part of his entity as his body”.18 The illumination 
of the brightly coloured gallery lights evidence the 
cyclical path of life and personal healing through 
veganism and the virtual world of @littlebitfit8.Fig. 24. Life (2016-2018) Detail of orange food diary







The process of taking selfies has engendered 
critical self-reflection and, with it, self-discovery. 
The creation of doppelgängers, to investigate 
aspects of my identity and to find online acceptance, 
unexpectedly brought about personal change and a 
restorative self-empowerment. 

Self-empowerment is a process of “developing a 
sense of self and individual confidence and capacity, 
and undoing the effects of internalised oppression” 
(Rowlands 1996:87). It is a process of becoming 
aware of one’s life and situation whereby one is 
the subject of self-scrutiny. It involves an internal 
assessment that uncovers what one needs to change 
or adapt (Rowlands 1996:88). By means of the online 
identities, albeit that some are inauthentic, conscious 
constructs, I authored my own autoethnography in 
terms of finding acceptance within communities, but 
realised, through a process of personal healing, the 
importance of self-acceptance. 

 

Cyberspace and self-discovery

previous pages: Fig. 25. Life (2016-2018) Installation view
right page: Fig. 26. Like (2016-2018) Installation view
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1 Although the word ‘doppelgänger’ is of German 
origin, it has become part of English terminology 
applied in contemporary cultural theory and is 
therefore neither italicised or capitalised in this study.

2 Frosh (2015:1608) speaks of a “kinetic sociability”: 
the interaction generated by selfies as a medium for 
communication on social media. Selfie is linked to 
phatic communication where a casual exchange of 
words happens, requiring routine responses (such as 
“Hello, how are you?”).

3 Rachel Ward’s 1996 study has been pivotal to 
my research. The effects of short-term repeated 
work-related separations on pilots, cabin crew, and 
their partners was written as her Doctoral thesis 
of Philosophy in Psychology at Massey University, 
Auckland, New Zealand.

4 Amanda du Preez is a professor in the Department 
of Visual Arts at the University of Pretoria, with an 
interest in social media platforms and visual identity 
constructions (https://www.up.ac.za/faculty-of-
humanities/article/31466/prof-amanda-du-preez).  

5 Barthes (1982:4, 26) identified the participants in 
the traditional photography process as: the operator 
(the photographer); the spectator (viewer); the 
referent (subject/sitter); the studium (content of 
interest); and the punctum (resulting effect). When 
taking a selfie, the operator and the referent are one 
and the same – affirming the autonomy related to the 
selfie process.

6 Yayoi Kusama (b.1929) is a Japanese painter, 
sculptor and novelist, most famous for her infinite 
dotted imagery with specific reference to The Spirits 
of the Pumpkins Descended into the Heavens (2015) 
(http://www.atimes.com/article/connecting-dots-peek-
heart-yayoi-kusama/the-spirits-of-the-pumpkins-
descended-into-the-heavens/).

7 Amalia Ulman (b. 1989) is an Argentinian artist 
raised in Spain, who studied art in London. Ulman’s 
Excellences and Perfections (2014) was included 
in a group exhibition entitled Performing for the 
Camera, curated by Simon Baker at Tate Modern, 
London. (18 February - 12 June 2016). This virtual 
performance sees Ulman changing her hair colour, 
pretending to live a luxurious lifestyle, with focus on 
beautification practices and high fashion brands. 
Ulman even simulates a breast augmentation 
operation in the quest to fit in to a specific social 
group (Ulman 2016).

Endnotes

8 Sherry Turkle (b.1948) is a widely published 
American Professor of Social Studies of Science and 
Technology at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) (https://sherryturkle.com).

9 Du Preez (2015:5) defines doppelgänger as a twin, 
ghost, shadow, guardian angel, soul or mirror image 
in spirit or material form, both visible and invisible. 
Explained as a “mythical creature” in myths and 
legends, it has “rich and layered anthropological, 
religious and psychological origins expounding 
the relationship of the self to the self” (Du Preez 
2015:5-6). Popular in nineteenth century literature, it 
depicts the manifestation of repressed emotions or 
taboos through the creation of a second self or other 
(as seen by Freud) and as a symbol of immortality 
(Du Preez 2015:6). Of particular interest are the 
doppelgänger’s binary oppositions, such as life 
versus death and good versus evil.  

10 I created three fake Instagram accounts along 
with two ‘real’ accounts: @StefNeville is my real 
professional page, where I target people associated 
with the artworld (artists, galleries, clients et cetera), 
while @therealstephame concerns my ‘real’ life 
posts, displaying emotional fluctuations and real 
events, targeting friends, family and a general public. 
The fake accounts target specific virtual social 
groups and suggest identities with which I either feel 
obliged to adhere to, or that I aspire to: @littlebitfit8 
depicts a transition to veganism with an interest in 
diet and exercise; @pinklollipoplick is a promiscuous 
sexual identity; and @the8reader is an intellectual 
bookworm.

11 Soo Sunny Park (b. 1975) is a Korean-American 
artist with an interest in installation and sculptural 
works, with a specific focus on the effects of light and 
architecture. Unwoven Light (2013) is of particular 
interest (https://www.soosunnypark.com/unwoven-
light).

12  In previous centuries, handcraft techniques 
such as embroidery and crochet were associated 
with chastity, solitude, submission and femininity. 
These were regarded as acceptable pastimes for 
women “because it kept the hands and minds active, 
not allowing for impropriety that could come from 
idleness”  (Method 2008:15).

13 See endnote 11.

14 Hajra Waheed (b. 1980) is a Canadian artist who 
uses a variety of media and interactive installations 
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to explore power, surveillance, cultural distortion 
and diaspora (http://sharjahart.org/sharjah-art-
foundation/people/waheed-hajra). The work of 
specific interest is The Short Film Series (2014-2015) 
(http://hajrawaheed.com/installation-views/video-
installations/).

15 The vanitas and memento mori paintings use 
imagery such as skulls, flowers, food, books and 
candles to comment on the “vanity (in the sense 
of worthlessness) of worldly pleasures and goods. 
These became popular in the seventeenth century, in 
a religious age when almost everyone believed that 
life on earth was merely a preparation for an afterlife” 
(https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/m/memento-
mori).

16 There are seven days in the Creation, seven days 
a week, seven deadly sins (pride, gluttony, lust, 
anger, envy, sloth, covetousness) (Graham 1979:19). 
There are seven chakras in the body that radiate the 
different colours of the aura (Stevens 1979:177).

17 During the healing process, a bruise will usually 
change through the following colours: It often starts 
red because fresh, oxygen-rich blood has newly 
pooled underneath the skin. After around the first 
or second day, the blood begins to lose oxygen and 
change colour. A bruise that is a few days old will 
often appear blue, purple, or even black. Five to 10 
days later, it turns a yellow or green colour. These 
colours come from compounds called biliverdin and 
bilirubin, produced by the body when it breaks down 
haemoglobin. After 10 to 14 days, the bruise will 
turn to a shade of yellowish-brown or light brown 
(Fletcher 2018).

18 These emanations are influenced by the physical, 
emotional and spiritual state of the body: the colours 
change accordingly. Psychological and physical 
healing of the aura can be achieved by means of 
colour therapy (Birren 1979:142). Red is the physical 
phase that indicates health, vigour, friendship and 
love. Yellow is the intellectual phase of being; blue 
indicates the religious or spiritual phase; orange is 
the union of mind and body, showing wisdom and 
justice; green indicates sympathy, altruism and 
charity but also jealousy and deceit. Purple indicates 
the union of spirit and body, signifying idealism and 
sublimity (Birren 1979:140).
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Fig. 29. Like Life (2016-2018) Installation view
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